Liturgical sources further present a picture of thirteenthcentury clerics who were hardly insensitive to lay presence and participation at masses.50 The elevation of the Host, which formed the core of the liturgy and was supposedly deliberately concealed from the laity by the screens, had been conceived as an inclusive act from its very inception. In the words of its initiator, the Parisian bishop Odo of Sully (d. 1208), it was performed specifically so that the transubstantiated Host "could be seen by all [ut possi ab omnibus videri]."'5 Several generations later the elevation of the Host was recognized by Albertus Magnus as a "universal practice" allowing the consecrated Host to be "seen and adored by the people."52 When holding it high above his head did not make the sacrament sufficiently visible to the congregation, the officiant could take other measures to ensure its visibility. At Chartres, a brilliant purple cloth was suspended behind the high altar in the choir, so that the elevated Host could be seen more clearly from the nave (apparently, through the central door of the jube); the glow of candles placed on an altar might be used dramatically to silhouette the uplifted body of Christ.53 By the fourteenth century, overzealous celebrants had to be reminded to refrain from elevating the Host multiple times or from waving it in various directions.54 Presumably, such offenses were not enacted for the benefit of the other clergy, who already had access, visual and otherwise, to the holy wafer.
Of course, masses were not restricted to the high altar in the choir; as mentioned above, the bays of the choir screen also contained one or more altars used specifically for public masses or privately endowed services. 55 By the first quarter of the fifteenth century, the participation of laypeople in services within the choir had become so widespread and so fervent that-ironically enough-it was the clergy whose proper performance of rituals was hindered. 66 So common was this practice-especially, it seems, among laywomen-that the Augustinian preacher Gottschalk Hollen cited as "proverbial" the saying, "The worse the whore, the closer she stands to the choir."68 Women, he warned, should not approach the altar in the choir-except to take Communion.
Beyond expressing frustration with laypeople's tendency to interfere with liturgical solemnities by crowding the choir, other textual sources indicate that if choir screens were intended primarily to define and maintain clerics' authority by shielding their activities from the laity, their success was questionable indeed. For, paradoxically but not surprisingly, in their very act of concealment the screens mystified and thus made more attractive liturgical practices and paraphernalia, fanning rather than stifling the desire of the physically excluded to see what lay behind. Few churchmen can be expected to have believed this would not be the case. After all, Augustine had argued long before that the blessed sacraments not be exposed to catechumens before baptism, "so that they will desire these things the more ardently to the extent that [the sacraments] are respectfully concealed from them."69 There were obvious biblical precedents for the occlusion of holy objects and spaces: God himself had commanded that the Holy of Holies be hidden by a veil (Ex. 27 and 40).70 Such acts of mystification did not exclusively or necessarily apply to the laity or the uninitiated; by the later Middle Ages, Fastentiicher-gigantic cloths embroidered or painted with scenes from Christ's life and Passion-were being suspended around the high altar of many churches during Lent, obscuring the Host from all the clergy except the celebrant.71 "The commonest thing," Oscar Wilde wrote, "is delightful if only one hides it," and judicial sources indicate that this lure of the concealed was just as effective for thirteenthcentury users of churches.72 Peter Browe's studies of criminal reports from this time show that break-ins and thefts of holy items-especially Hosts-from choirs increased following the erection of screens, as did the use of (often stolen) Hosts for apotropaic or other magical purposes.73 While they may not have been such strict barricades as has often been supposed, then, choir screens were highly potent in their role as mystifying enclosures.
Beyond this crucial role in structuring sacred space, choir screens were activated through a wide variety of liturgical and secular functions. As their vernacular designations in France and Germany indicate, their primary purpose was to provide a stage from which the Gospels and Epistles would be read to the lay congregation in the nave. The French word jube refers to the formulaic request for blessing prior to the reading of the Gospel, "lube Domne [sic] benedicere";74 while the German Lettner, appearing in the sources as early as 1261, simply vernacularizes the Latin word lectorium, the place for reading.75 In Italy the term ponte, while not referring directly to ritual actions, allows us nonetheless to recognize the importance of the screen as a structure that spans a space and that may be crossed both laterally (by walking across the bridgelike platform on top) and longitudinally (by walking through the doors underneath). Finally, one practical function must not be overlooked. During the daily and nightly recitation of the canonical hours (which did not involve lay participation), screens protected the ecclesiastical communities from chill and drafts. Marcia Hall has pointed out this warming function of Italian screens, which in some cases were considerably lower than their northern counterparts.86 The overzealous clerics who tore down both east and west screens at Mainz Cathedral in the early 1680s recognized this factor too late; the bitter drafts that blew through the now open crossing bay made liturgical performances impossible, and the main altar had to be transferred once again into the apse.87
Ironically, the post-Reformation removal of choir screensostensibly, to provide a more inclusive setting for the laityhad negative repercussions for laypeople's experience of the Mass as well. As Klaus Gamber has explained, a shift in the focal point of lay masses accompanied the changing spatial configuration of newly unpartitioned interiors, from the cross altar in front of the screen to the high altar in the apse.88
Although their view was no longer as obscured by the bulk of the screen, laypeople were still prohibited, this time by an openwork iron grille, from entering the sacred precinct of the choir. When they watched the Mass, therefore, it was now from a vast distance. Gone was the intimacy of participating in a Mass conducted in the nave; despite the opening up of the choir space to full view, the altar became, paradoxically, more remote and inaccessible than ever.
That laypeople did not perceive the screens as obstacles to visual or physical participation can be seen in the reception and continued use of screens in the early modern era. In the western screen at Mainz Cathedral, for example, a life-size, nearly nude male figure once hung, spread-eagled, across the vault of the entrance bay, with each limb adhering to an architectural rib (Fig. 8) .113 In this case, people entering the choir had to pass beneath this strange hovering figure, whose extraordinarily lively three-dimensional head gazed down at them from above (Fig. 9) . Here, the presence of a highly verisimilitudinous body within-and as-a structural architectural element must have made the act of passage extraordinary in its potency.
Indeed
At Naumburg, the figure of the crucified Christ, flanked by the Virgin Mary and John the Evangelist, hangs on the trumeau of the central doorway, close to the ground, instead of hovering high above viewers' heads atop the screen in the typical configuration at the time (Fig. 10) .114 This new arrangement has long been discussed for its relation to certain biblical passages (John 10:9) as well as for its manifes- Fig. 22) . On the opposite side is a crowd of damned figures who twist and turn, creating with their bent backs and jutting elbows a chain of sharp angles that visually echoes both the irregular angularity of their contorted facial features and the actual chain that binds them together at the hips (Fig. 23) Whatever advantages the theoreticians gave them over more abstract verba, however, exempla were words nonetheless. And, despite its reliance on Gregory's dictum, Bonaventure's justification of images shifts away from the idea that pictures were primarily useful as substitutes for written texts.249 The emphasis here is not so much what the pictures communicate (for example, the stories they narrate as a teaching tool) as how this communication takes place. To Bonaventure, pictures are emphatically different from words; they exercise a greater impact on the emotions, and they make a lasting impression on the imagination that fleeting sounds cannot. They do notjust show us the things that Christ and the saints did, they excite us to further devotion.250 It is important, in this respect, to keep in mind medieval theories of physical vision as either (depending on the writer) a process of extramission, in which the eye actively sends forth rays to capture outside objects, or intromission, whereby the eyes passively absorb rays sent out by things in the world.251 Because both processes ultimately involve the reception, mingling, and imprinting of visual data into the liquid humors within the eyeball, all images, whether pictures or physical objects, were held to become quite literally a part of their perceivers. Especially for persons not considered adept at abstract and nonvisual thinking (such as laymen and all women),252 the more vividly descriptive pictures were, the deeper the impression they can be assumed to have made.
Traditionally, the naturalism of thirteenth-century art has been explained as resulting directly or indirectly from clerics' own scholarly interest in the natural world, or from a teleological progression of forms toward ever greater verisimilitude.253 But it is likely that both the narrative detail and the celebrated naturalism of choir screen imagery-with its concern for accurately portraying external appearances as well as interior, psychological states-had much to do with the fact that its intended audience consisted of people who, clerics worried, "might not be excited to devotion by those things that Christ has done for us when they receive them by ear." The increasingly individualized figures in LastJudgment scenes and the ever more specifically localized biblical narratives suggest a changing function of figurative sculpture during the central decades of the thirteenth century, a shift that took place alongside and in conjunction with changes in preaching techniques epitomized in ad status sermons. Like these sermons, choir screen sculptures strove to engage and to stimulate positive behavioral changes in viewers through a process of recognition, identification, and empathy. They projected themselves in a highly legible and immediate visual idiom, drawing on contents and forms familiar and accessible to laypeople unified-despite a wide range of intellectual abilities, from unlettered peasants to sophisticated noble literati-by a fundamental immersion in the secular world. 254 In light of these structural parallels, I suggest that we understand screen sculpture, no less than sermons, as a specialized visual rhetoric-a mode-self-consciously employed to trigger responses in a given audience. In this context the stylistic similarity of diverse choir screen programs takes on deeper significance. Naumburg scholars have been quick to notice stylistic parallels between the reliefs at Naumburg and those at Mainz, Chartres, Amiens, and Strasbourg, often attributing the similarities to the presence of the apparently itinerant and extraordinarily prolific "Naumburger Meister."255 Kathryn Brush has drawn attention to the ideological background of these widespread attributions in twentieth-century German art history writing;256 moreover, the practical improbability of this individual's (or even workshop's) being active in so many places at once is obvious. Nonetheless, the connection scholars have noticed among these sculpture programs is not fortuitous. Ajuxtaposition of a fragmentary procession of the elect from the Chartres jube (Fig. 27) , the relief of the same subject from Mainz (Fig. 22) , and the NaumburgJudas panel (Fig. 16) 'lifelikeness,' and 'individualized animation' "258-precisely those qualities that characterize so much narrative screen imagery, and that have also been used repeatedly to describe the Naumburg productions. Instead of attributing the remarkable similarities of much choir screen sculpture to the genius of an individual master, I suggest again that these works be considered in modal terms, as a form that may be best understood as a visual vernacular-that is, a manner of representation directed toward people who were accustomed more to the "concrete, non-metaphoric imagery of vernacular narrative" than to an abstract Latin geared toward "a public with restricted, primarily liturgical, learned, administrative concerns." 259 The My understanding of what constitutes the visual vernacular in thirteenth-century art is at once more narrowly focused than Stubblebine's and broader than Camille's. I do not wish to equate the naturalistic quality of the choir screen sculptures and their incorporation of mundane details with a "popular style" particularly suited, somehow, to common folk; nor do I see the reading habits of the laity as being especially relevant to their comprehension of the images, which for the most part appear without accompanying texts. Rather, I see both the kind of imagery (full of "reality effects" and emotional nuance that demands empathetic participation) and the peculiar style of screen sculptures (blocky, heavy, easily legible from a distance) as functionally analogous to the vernacular languages deliberately employed by clerics to communicate information with lay listeners as easily and directly as possible. The connection between "realistic" representation and "popular" audiences is in no way as simple and self-evident as has often been assumed. In my view, it results from a choice made by educated clerical designersworking in conjunction with artists-who were deeply concerned with bringing biblical stories to life before the eyes of viewers who, they knew, spoke in and responded to a language that was fundamentally different, not only in grammar but also in ideological undertones, from the Latin the clerics associated with themselves.
We know from specific instances that clerics chose carefully and systematically the language they employed in making judicial and other secular announcements from the screens: they used vernacular when speaking to and about the laity and Latin when pronouncing on ecclesiastical matters. 263 The fact remains that just as the screens were, physically, the place from which clerics spoke to laypeople, so they were, visually, the main architectural feature by means of which clerics spoke to laypeople. And just as those clerics made an effort, when speaking from atop the screens, to talk in a language that their listeners would understand, so on the screens' surfaces, they strove to communicate with viewers in a visual language that would be immediate, comprehensible, and relevant to them. 
